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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Ana Rosa Jaragua has contributed to the dictionary with 18 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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acajarotado
Lerdo, clumsy, slow in his reaction

amorfos
Amorphous means that something or someone has no life, that they are inert or lack of vitality.  Its real meaning is
'formless'. 

anglovizcaíno
Anglovizcaíno is a gentilicio that means mixture of English and Biscay.  Vizcaíno is the person born in one of the three
provinces of the Basque Country, Biscay or Bizkaia, in the language of the Basques, Basque.  The capital of Biscay is
Bilbao or Bilbo, in Basque. It is located in the north of Spain.  Basque Country in Basque is called Euskadi . 

anti-ue
Anti EU is called to people who are against the European Union as a common group, like the far right-wingers.

caido del catre
What fell out of bed.  Catre means bed.  It might figuratively mean naively that you just realized something

clase business
Business class refers to preferential class in transport such as aircraft or train.  These tickets are much more expensive
than the so-called economy class and have better services, such as the type of seat, which is much more comfortable

dega la bulla
It's misspelled.  The right thing to do is to 'leave the bully' .  It means in street language, leave the noise. 

encuchimizados
escuchimizado or escuchimizada he is an enclenque person, with very little body mass.  Be human condumido or
diminished

esmorrarse
In a colloquial mood, it means to take a blow with your mouth on the ground. Give yourself a nose on the ground.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be scodged, harassed, beaten with teeth

gretofobia
Gretaphobia sees in the Swedish teenager, at best, a useful idiot, someone who doesn't know what he's saying, a Soros
or Rockefeller instrument, when not a "zombie."  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions may be anonymist
fighter

hamletiana
Relative to Hamlet, the protagonist of Shakespeare's literary work.  To be or not to be.  Someone who doubts

héroes sin capa



Heroes without layer means in the language of the people those heroes who really are.  Women and men who sacrifice
their lives for the better of others and who are anonymous, not like Superman or SpiderMan.  Women and men who fight
every day to survive.

justicia meridiana
Meridian justice is called popular you when it is a relative justice, which lacks a little to be true. 

lesbofóbico, ca
Lesbophobic people are the ones who reject and hate lesbians, homosexuals of the female sex.  Some synonyms ,
words or similar expressions can be homophobic , would be the one that does not admit gays is this word has no
synonym

oxigenante
Oxygenator is a word derived from oxygen (O2). It is said to be oxygenating when something provides oxygen. 

pintxo
Pintxos is an aperitif, food, which is placed with a toothpick to be able to take it better.  A skewer is a toothpick.  It is
written with TX, referencing the language of basques, Basque, Basque Country or Basque Country.  It is in that area of
Spain that these pintxos are best made, curious and world famous

propalestina
Propalestine , which is a supporter of the Palestinian cause , against the territories occupied by Israel

requeteconocida
Requeteconocida means that it is very well known.  This requete prefix is a superlative


